CARRYING CASES

Cases that will love your notebook
or tablet as much as you do
Now that you’ve picked your perfect business notebook or tablet, you want
the perfect case to help protect it and make it easy to carry while you’re in or
out of the office. HP offers an impressive selection of carrying cases at a price
point that keeps everyone happy.
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Think outside the box with a range
of HP commercial notebook cases
in a vast array of designs and
colors to suit your work style.

Go big and pick a case with wheels so you can
add your papers, essentials, and a change of
clothes for your travel days.
Go small with just the basics and one-zip entry.
Or pick something in between with room for your
notebook and tablet plus pockets for your papers,
pens, adapters, and phone.
Go confidently wherever business takes you knowing

From inside-and-out style and
functionality to innovative security
features, we have the case you’re
looking for—take a look!

that new security features designed for HP Executive
and Business Cases offer an enhanced level of
protection for your notebook PC and case contents.
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EXECUTIVE CASES

Revolutionizing security
for your mobile office
HP Executive Cases deliver high-class designs and trusted security features that offer
enhanced protection for your notebook PC, accessories, and other valuable items
wherever work takes you.
We understand that business travel can be a stressful experience. Our HP Executive Cases
can help provide peace of mind with security features like the RFID-shielded pocket to
safeguard your credit card and passport information, plus lockable double-teeth zippers
that deter tampering and access to your notebook in high-traffic areas.
HP Executive Cases also provide a well-organized design with plenty of slip and zip pockets
for device storage and padded shoulder straps and hand straps for comfortable and versatile
carrying options. The luggage pass-through conveniently fits over the handle of most rolling
suitcases, making air and rail travel a breeze.
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HP Executive Top Load 15.6" Midnight

HP Executive Backpack Midnight

Keep everything in your bag safe during your daily commute

Keep everything in your bag safe when you travel with the HP Executive Backpack

with the HP Executive Top Load in a new stylish midnight

in a stylish, new midnight black material. Arm yourself against electronic pick-

black. Arm yourself against electronic pick-pocketing with

pocketing with the RFID-shielded pocket and deter tampering with the lockable

the RFID-shielded pocket and deter tampering with

double-teeth zipper.1 Track your bag and belongings with an optional tracking

the lockable double-teeth zipper.1 Track your bag and

device, which fits neatly into a discrete pocket.2

belongings with an optional tracking device, which fits
neatly into a discrete pocket.2
• Product #: 1KM15AA
• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook
• Dimensions: 12.2 x 15.75 x 4.92 inches
• Weight: 1.98 pounds

HP Executive Leather Top
Load 15.6" Black3
Protect everything in your bag while you’re on the move
with the compact, stylish HP Executive Leather Top Load.4
Arm yourself against electronic pick-pocketing with the
RFID-shielded pocket and deter tampering with the lockable
double-teeth zipper.1 Track your bag and belongings with

HP Executive Backpack
15.6" Midnight
• Product #: 1KM16AA
• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook
• Dimensions: 12.2 x 15.75 x 4.92 inches
• Weight: 1.74 pounds

HP Executive Backpack
17.3" Midnight
• Product #: 1KM17AA
• Fits up to: 17.3" notebook
• Dimensions: 12.20 x 16.92 x 4.92 inches
• Weight: 1.98 pounds

an optional tracking device, which fits neatly into a
discrete pocket.2
• Product #: 1LG83AA
• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook
• Dimensions: 17.3 x 11.4 x 2.6 inches
• Weight: 2.9 pounds

HP Executive Slim Top Load
14.1" Midnight
Keep everything in your bag safe during your daily commute
with the HP Executive Slim Top Load in a stylish midnight
black. Arm yourself against electronic pick-pocketing
with the RFID-shielded pocket and deter tampering with
the lockable double-teeth zipper.1 Track your bag and
belongings with an optional tracking device, which fits
neatly into a discrete pocket.2
• Product #: 1WM82AA
• Fits up to: 14.1" notebook
• Dimensions: 14.17 x 14.17 x 2.16 inches
• Weight: 1.5 pounds
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BUSINESS CASES

Business cases designed to
protect your business
Crafted with clean lines, durable material, and security features, the HP Business
Case collection provides a functional, classic appeal to frequent flyers and everyday
business commuters.
The new HP Business Series now arms you against electronic pick-pocketing with
an RFID-shielded pocket that helps protect the data encoded on credit cards and
passports. Plus lockable, double-teeth zippers deter tampering and access to
valuables while on the move.1
Add your business essentials—papers, books, chargers, cables, and more—in the
roomy zip compartments. Use the front slip pocket for quick storage and access
to your keys, phone, or other frequently used item. Luggage pass-through on
cases fits over the handle of most rolling suitcases, making traveling a breeze.
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HP 15.6" Business Top Load

HP 17.3" Business Roller Case

When a notebook PC is your companion in and out of

Speed through your day in the office, on the road, and in

the office, you need a case you can trust to keep it safe.

the air with the HP 17.3" Business Roller Case, a notebook

The HP 15.6" Business Top Load is ready for action with

case with a retractable handle and four rolling wheels.

lockable zippers, a secure RFID pocket, and plenty of

Help keep your notebook (up to 17.3" diagonal) and

room for your device (up to 15.6" diagonal) and

personal items safe with lockable zippers and a secure

everyday essentials.1

RFID pocket.1

• Product #: 2SC66AA

• Product #: 2SC68AA

• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook

• Fits up to: 17.3" notebook

• Dimensions: 15.23 x 10.47 x 1.46 inches

• Dimensions: 17.04 x 13.58 x 8.85 inches

• Weight: 1.62 pounds

• Weight: 8.07 pounds

HP 17.3" Business Slim Top Load

HP 17.3" Business Backpack

Make it easy to carry your 17.3" diagonal notebook when

Keep your hands free and your notebook safe with the HP

you’re on the move with the HP 17.3" Business Slim

17.3" Business Backpack, designed to go with you in and

Top Load. It has two carrying handles and a crossbody

out of the office and on the road. It has lockable zippers, a

strap and is ready to help protect its precious cargo

secure RFID pocket, and room for your device (up to 17.3"

with lockable zippers, a secure RFID pocket, and plenty

diagonal), phone, accessories, and so much more.1

of room.1
• Product #: 2SC67AA
• Product #: 2UW02AA

• Fits up to: 17.3" notebook

• Fits up to: 17.3" notebook

• Dimensions: 13 x 18.5 x 7.08 inches

• Dimensions: 17.5 x 13.19 x 2.56 inches

• Weight: 1.85 pounds

• Weight: 1.41 pounds

HP 14.1" Business Slim Top Load

HP Business Ladies’ Convertible Tote

Whether you’re heading to the office or working from

Protect your notebook in style during your daily commute

the road, the HP 14.1" Business Slim Top Load adds a

with the elegant HP Business Ladies’ Convertible Tote.

modern touch for the minimalist professional who carries

It has room for your device (up to 15.6" diagonal) and

a notebook. It has lockable zippers, a secure RFID pocket,

all your essentials and can be used as a dual-handle

and room for your device (up to 14.1" diagonal) and

tote bag or backpack. Help keep your data safe with the

daily essentials.1

RFID pocket.

• Product #: 2SC65AA

• Product #: 3NP79AA

• Fits up to: 14.1" notebook

• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook

• Dimensions: 14.96 x 10.86 x 2.04 inches

• Dimensions: 12.2 x 2.75 x 15.55 inches

• Weight: 1.13 pounds

• Weight: 1.63 pounds
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SLIM CASES

Say goodbye to the ordinary
with the HP Slim series
Designed for the office trendsetter, the HP Slim Collection provides both style and
functionality with a durable, twill fabric detailed in black and gray plaid.
These ultra-modern cases boast a soft-lined interior with a padded compartment
for your notebook, storage for your extras, elastic straps for your cables, and a pouch
for your tablet, all while maintaining a slim construction. Traveling is a breeze with
the luggage pass-through that fits over the handle of most rolling suitcases.
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HP Slim Professional Cases

HP 17.3" Business Slim Top Load

The HP Slim Top Load, Messenger, and Backpack—stylish, durable,

Make it easy to carry your 17.3" diagonal notebook when

and compact carrying cases built for your Ultrabook™. A black twill

you’re on the move with the HP 17.3" Business Slim Top

fabric accented with gray plaid combines form and function to help

Load. It has two carrying handles and a crossbody strap

protect your hardware and give you a polished appearance.

and is ready to help protect its precious cargo with lockable
zippers, a secure RFID pocket, and plenty of room.1

HP Slim Professional Top Load Case

• Product #: 2UW02AA

• Product #: F3W15AA

• Fits up to: 17.3" notebook

• Fits up to: 15.6 x 0.88-inch notebook

• Dimensions: 17.5 x 13.19 x 2.56 inches

• Color: Black/gray

• Weight: 1.41 pounds

• Dimensions: 11.6 x 16.5 x 3.34 inches
• Weight: 1.43 pounds

HP 14.1" Business Slim Top Load

HP Slim Professional Messenger

Whether you’re heading to the office or working from
the road, the HP 14.1" Business Slim Top Load adds a

• Product #: F3W14AA

modern touch for the minimalist professional who carries

• Fits up to: 15.6 x 0.88-inch notebook

a notebook. It has lockable zippers, a secure RFID pocket,

• Dimensions: 16.1 x 11.2 x 3.35 inches

and room for your device (up to 14.1" diagonal) and

• Weight: 1.61 pounds

daily essentials.1
• Product #: 2SC65AA

HP Slim Backpack

• Fits up to: 14.1" notebook

• Product #: F3W16AA

• Dimensions: 14.96 x 10.86 x 2.04 inches

• Fits up to: 15.6 x 0.88-inch notebook

• Weight: 1.13 pounds

• Color: Black/gray
• Dimensions: 17 x 11.4 x 4 inches
• Weight: 1.65 pounds

HP 14.0" Ladies’ Slim Top Load
Give your HP notebook a first-class, protected experience
every day with the HP 14.0" Ladies’ Slim Top Load, a
carrying case with gorgeous craftsmanship and functional
organization that’s ready for envious onlookers.
• Product #: 2JB97AA
• Fits up to: 14.0" notebook
• Dimensions: 10.75 x 14.87 x 1.97 inches
• Weight: 2.2 pounds

HP Sleeves5
Help protect your notebook with a padded and soft-lined interior that doesn’t add extra bulk or weight. Present a polished, professional appearance in and out of the
office with this solid black case with gray plaid accents. Carry under your arm or use the handle to carry by hand. Simply unzip the side of the sleeve for quick access to
your notebook. Keep your essentials handy with the exterior zip pocket.

HP 12.5" Sleeve

HP 14.0" Sleeve

HP 15.6" Sleeve

• Product #: F7Z98AA

• Product #: F7Z99AA

• Product #: F8A00AA

• Fits up to: 12.5" notebook

• Fits up to: 14.0" notebook

• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook

• Dimensions: 9.1 x 12.9 x 1.18 inches

• Dimensions: 15.75 x 11.02 x 1.18 inches

• Dimensions: 15.75 x 11.02 x 1.18 inches

• Weight: 0.50 pounds

• Weight: 0.59 pounds

• Weight: 0.66 pounds
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ESSENTIAL CASES

Designed for easy portability and protection
in your choice of three designs
Carry your notebook, tablet, phone, papers, and more with a case designed to keep you organized
and comfortable during your daily commute. Students and professionals alike can enjoy a hands-free
experience with padded shoulder straps. The luggage pass-through fits over the handle of most rolling
suitcases, making this the perfect companion for trips anywhere around the globe.

HP Essential Top Load Case

HP Essential Messenger Case

HP Essential Backpack

The HP Essential Top Load Case is a light and durable

The HP Essential Messenger Case is a messenger-

The HP Essential Backpack is a great notebook

notebook carrying case that includes high-density

style carrying case designed for HP business

carrying solution for both students and business

foam cushioning to protect your notebook (up to

notebooks with up to a 17.3" diagonal screen. A

professionals. High-density foam offers a padded

15.6" diagonal) while traveling between meetings

padded shoulder strap with crossbody length helps

protective area for a notebook with up to a 15.6"

or in and out of the office. The ample storage room

ensure maximum hands-free carrying comfort.

diagonal screen.

density foam padding to help protect your notebook

• Product #: H1D25AA

• Product #: H1D24AA

alongside miscellaneous accessories and documents.

• Fits up to: 17.3" notebook

• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook

• Dimensions: 12 x 16.75 x 3.5 inches

• Dimensions: 16.5 x 5 x 12.5 inches

• Weight: 1.7 pounds

• Weight: 1.23 pounds

includes a dual-compartment interior with high-

• Product #: H2W17AA
• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook
• Dimensions: 11.25 x 16 x 3.5 inches
• Weight: 1.2 pounds
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HP 15.6" Prelude Top Load

HP 15.6" Prelude Backpack

Help protect your notebook while you’re on the

Help keep your notebook safe and your hands free

HP 15.6" Prelude Top Load
and Mouse Bundle

move with the durable nylon HP 15.6" Prelude Top

while you’re on the move with the durable HP 15.6"

Be productive and help protect your notebook

Load case, now with a pop of color from the stylish

Prelude Backpack, now with a pop of color from the

wherever work takes you with the HP Prelude Top Load

blue interior. Use the double handles or comfortable

stylish blue interior. Stay organized with a top zip

and HP USB Mouse Bundle, a durable nylon case with

padded crossbody strap to keep your hands free

closure, a dedicated compartment for your notebook

a pop of color from the stylish blue interior and a USB

for other tasks. Make travel easy with the luggage

(up to 15.6" diagonal), and easy-access internal and

mouse for onscreen content navigation. Stay organized

pass-through that fits over the handle of most

external pockets for your cables, adapters, pens,

with a top zip closure, a dedicated compartment for

rolling suitcases.

phone, and all the items you use most. Use the

your notebook (up to 15.6" diagonal), and easy-access

adjustable padded backpack straps to keep your

pockets for your cables, files, adapters, phone, pens, and

hands free, or carry by the top handle.

all the items you use the most. Connect the USB mouse

• Product #: 2MW62AA
• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook

to any available USB port on your device for precise

• Dimensions: 16.14 x 11.26 x 3.54 inches

• Product #: 2MW63AA

scrolling and clicking and smooth motion over a variety

• Weight: 1.01 pounds

• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook

of surfaces without a mousepad.

• Dimensions: 16.14 x 11.26 x 3.54 inches
• Weight: 1.08 pounds

• Product #: 2MW64AA
• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook
•	Dimensions: 15.74 x 11.41 x 2.56 inches (case);
1.45 x 4.52 x 2.47 inches (mouse)
• Weight: 1.01 pounds (case); 0.2 pounds (mouse)
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SPECIALTY CASES

Designed to support specific and unique customer needs
No matter what kind of device you carry, no matter how far or frequently you travel, we’ve got you covered
with case options from four-wheel rollers and backup batteries to protective sleeves and backpacks.
HP Elite Portfolio Case

Keep it all together and never drop your accessories
again with the HP Elite Portfolio Case that protects your
notebook and organizes your essential accessories. Go
from meeting to meeting in style with plenty of places
to stash your notebook and everyday productivity
tools, whether you’re in the office, in the car, or working
remotely. Put a little extra shine on your notebook and
accessories with this classy portfolio’s beautiful leather
exterior and soft-touch, micro-suede interior.6
• Product #: 4SZ25AA
• Fits up to: 14.0" notebook
• Dimensions: 13.5 x 9.73 x 1.58 inches
• Weight: 2.31 pounds

HP 17.3" Business Roller Case

Speed through your day, in the office, on the road, and in
the air with the HP 17.3" Business Roller Case, a notebook
case with a retractable handle and four rolling wheels.
Help keep your notebook (up to 17.3" diagonal) and
personal items safe with lockable zippers and a secure
RFID pocket.1
• Product #: 2SC68AA
• Fits up to: 17.3" notebook
• Dimensions: 17.04 x 13.58 x 8.85 inches
• Weight: 8.07 pounds

HP ProBook x360 Protective Case

Enhance and extend the durability of your HP ProBook
x360 11 G1 EE with the lightweight, silicon, scratchresistant HP ProBook x360 11 G1 EE Protective Case that
doesn’t limit your ability to move when working, just like
your device.
• Product #: 1JS00AA
• Fits up to: HP ProBook x360 11 G1 EE
• Dimensions: 12.32 x 8.36 x 0.24 inches
• Weight: 0.39 pounds

HP Chromebook x360 Protective Case

Enhance and extend the durability of your HP Chromebook
x360 11 G1 EE with the lightweight, silicon, scratchresistant HP Chromebook x360 11 G1 EE Protective Case
that doesn’t limit your ability to move when working, just
like your device.
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• Product #: 1JS01AA
• Fits up to: HP Chromebook x360 11 G1 EE
• Dimensions: 12.32 x 8.36 x 0.34 inches (top case);
1.0 x 8.34 x 0.34 inches (bottom case)
• Weight: 0.18 pounds (top case); 0.2 pounds (bottom case)

HP 11.6" Black Always-On Case

Keep your HP Chromebooks and notebooks safe from
bumps and external scratches while students are working
in the classroom and on the move with the HP 11.6"
Black Always-On Case. Get the enhanced durability of a
thin-and-light case that’s designed to help protect your
notebook with interior padding, a molded pen holder,
and rubber feet. Use the case in and out of class with
cutouts for easy access to the device’s critical ports and
connectors, and carry it easily with the hand slip strap or
top handle. Store a student ID in the ID card slot.
• Product #: 2MY57AA
•	
Fits up to: 11.6" diagonal HP Chromebooks
and the HP Elitex360
• Dimensions: 12.45 x 8.87 x 1.45 inches
• Weight: 0.8 pounds

HP 11.6" Black Sleeve

Enable students to transport an HP notebook safely
and easily from home to the bus to the classroom and
everywhere in between with the lightweight HP 11.6"
Black Sleeve.
• Product #: 3NP78AA
• Fits up to: 11.6" diagonal tablets and notebooks
• Dimensions: 9 x 13 x 2 inches
• Weight: 0.44 pounds

HP ZBook x2 Protective Case

Help protect your HP ZBook x2 in the office and on the
go with HP ZBook x2 Protective Case. It has a shoulder
strap for hands-free carrying, an easy-grip handle, and
cutouts for access to all your essential ports. Stand it up
with the integrated kickstand or mount it with the built-in
VESA pattern.
• Product #: Y7B68AA
• Fits up to: HP ZBook x2 and HP ChromeBook x360 11 G1 EE
• Dimensions: 14.68 x 9.25 x 0.93 inches
• Weight: 0.97 pounds
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LADIES’ CASES

Enjoy maximum mobility for your notebook or
Ultrabook™ and everyday business essentials.
Present a picture of polished elegance with HP Ladies’ cases, featuring stylish designs
for women that take them from day to night.

HP 14.0" Ladies’ Slim Top Load

HP 15.6" Ladies’ Convertible Tote

Give your HP notebook a first-class, protected experience
every day with the HP 14.0" Ladies’ Slim Top Load, a carrying
case with gorgeous craftsmanship and functional organization
that’s ready for envious onlookers.

Protect your notebook in style during your daily commute
with the elegant HP 15.6" Ladies’ Convertible Tote. It has room
for your device (up to 15.6" diagonal) and all your essentials and
can be used as a dual-handle tote bag or backpack. Help keep
your data safe with the RFID pocket.

• Product #: 2JB97AA
• Fits up to: 14.0" notebook

• Product #: 3NP79AA

• Dimensions: 10.75 x 14.87 x 1.97 inches

• Fits up to: 15.6" notebook

• Weight: 2.2 pounds

• Dimensions: 12.2 x 2.75 x 15.55 inches
• Weight: 1.63 pounds
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SLEEVES

Take your ultrathin notebook
or tablet along in style

HP Tablet Sling

HP 14.1" Business Sleeve

HP 13.3" Business Sleeve

Present a polished, professional appearance in and

Slip your 14.1" diagonal notebook into the simple,

Take your 13.3" diagonal notebook to go with the

out of the office with the HP Tablet Sling, a stylish,

single-zip, padded HP 14.1" Business Sleeve to

super simple, single-zip, padded HP 13.3" Business

durable, and compact black case with gray plaid

keep it readily available when you need it and

Sleeve that keeps your notebook readily available

accents designed to help protect your tablet. The

add an extra line of defense between it and the

when you need it and adds an extra layer

fold-over flap conceals the top zip closure and a

real world.

of protection.

• Product #: 2UW01AA

• Product #: 2UW00AA

• Fits up to: 14.1" notebook

• Fits up to: 13.3" notebook

• Product #: F7Z97AA

• Dimensions: 9.4 x 13.54 x 0.94 inches

• Dimensions: 9.01 x 12.79 x 0.39 inches

• Fits up to: 12.5" notebook

• Weight: 0.57 pounds

• Weight: 0.53 pounds

handy exterior zip pocket with pen and card slots
for your essentials.

• Dimensions: 12.8 x 8.9 x 0.98 inches
• Weight: 0.71 pounds

HP 12.5" Leather Black Sleeve

HP 13.3" Leather Black Sleeve

Safeguard your luxurious new notebook and

Take your boldly modern new notebook to go

keep it available wherever the day takes you with

with the HP 13.3" Leather Black Sleeve, which

the equally luxe HP 12.5" Leather Black Sleeve,

combines a luxurious leather body, silver-finish

designed with the combined elegance of a leather

zipper, and soft microsuede-lined interior to

body, silver-finish zipper, and soft microsuede-

safeguard your device in and out of the office and

lined interior.7

make it easy to reach at a moment’s notice.7

• Product #: 2VY61AA

• Product #: 2VY62AA

• Fits up to: 12.5" notebook

• Fits up to: 13.3" notebook

• Dimensions: 12.87 x 9.26 x 1.18 inches

• Dimensions: 13.89 x 9.64 x 1.02 inches

• Weight: 0.72 pounds

• Weight: 0.72 pounds
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HP Black Always-On Case

HP x360 Protective Case

HP Black 11.6" Education Sleeve

Keep your HP Chromebooks and notebooks

Your classroom’s Chromebooks are safer from

Enable students to transport an HP Chromebook

safe from bumps and external scratches while

sliding off desks with the enhanced durability of

or x360 notebook easily and safely from home

students are working in the classroom and on the

an HP x360 Protective Case, designed to pass

to the bus to the classroom with the lightweight

move. Designed to help protect your notebook

MIL-STD drop testing. It’s easy to assemble, can

HP Black 11.6" Education Sleeve. Help prevent

with interior padding, a molded pen holder, and

be wiped clean, and has a perfect two-piece fit

minor scrapes and scratches on your device with

rubber feet. Use the case in and out of class with

that snaps onto your HP Chromebook and leaves

a protective sleeve. Carry the compact sleeve by

cutouts for easy access to the device’s ports and

inputs and connectors accessible.

hand with the double hand straps or slip strap, or

connectors; easily carry with the hand slip strap

slide it into your backpack.

or top handle. Store a student ID in the ID

HP ProBook x360 Protective Case

card slot.

• Product #: 1JS00AA

• Product #: 3NP78AA

• Dimensions: 12.32 x 8.36 x 0.24 inches

• Fits up to: 11.6" notebook

• Weight: 0.39 pounds

• Dimensions: 9 x 13 x 2 inches

HP Black 11.6" Always-On Case
• Product #: 2MY57AA
• Dimensions: 12.45 x 8.87 x 1.45 inches

HP Chromebook x360
Protective Case

• Weight: 0.8 pounds

• Product #: 1JS01AA

• Fits up to: 11.6" notebook

HP Black 14.0" Always-On Case
• Product #: 3YF54AA

• Weight: 0.44 pounds

•	
Dimensions: 12.32 x 8.36 x 0.34 inches (top
case); 1.0 x 8.34 x 0.34 inches (bottom case)
•	
Weight: 0.18 pounds (top case); 0.2 pounds

• Fits up to: 14.0" notebook

(bottom case)

• Dimensions: 9.01 x 12.79 x 0.39 inches
• Weight: 0.8 pounds
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CO N TAC T YOU R H P SA L E S
R E P R E S E N TAT I V E
FO R MO R E I N FO R M AT I O N .
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HP CARRYING CASES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lock sold separately.
HP Tracker Device sold separately; see product insert. Compatible with iPhone 4s and later, and Android 4.4 and later with Bluetooth® low energy. Availability varies by region.
Case is composed of 78% top grain leather and 22% polyurethane (PU). Nylon interior, PU trim, web shoulder strap.
Fits 15.6" diagonal screen notebooks up to a thickness of 1" (25mm).
Not available in North America.
95% genuine split-grain leather, 5% micro-suede interior.
Case is composed of 90% split leather and 10% PU. Suede microfiber interior.
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